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East Java is characterised by a complex interaction of volcanic and tectonic processes and it is marked 
by isolated eruptive centres scattered across the back-arc sedimentary basins. In 2006 a large sediment 
hosted geothermal system named Lusi, pierced the Kendeng basin in East Java and since then it continues 
in a relentless eruption of mud breccia. To investigate the spatial and structural relationships between 
the volcanic arc and the back-arc domains, we perform a local earthquake tomography. The inversion 
of regional earthquakes recorded by our seismic network (for about two years) shows sharp Vp and 
Vp/Vs transitions. We observe a marked reduction of P-wave velocities and a high Vp/Vs ratio in the 
back-arc basins. Our study highlights a clear connection between the plumbing system of the volcanic 
arc and the northern sedimentary province. We propose a conceptual model suggesting that magmas 
and hydrothermal fluids may migrate from the middle to the upper crust into the sedimentary basins 
capitalising on existing thrust faults. Such low angle faults, promoted by the compressional regime of the 
region, link the magmatic domain to the northern sedimentary provinces. This process may represent 
the early phase of volcanic arc migration when magma-derived fluids are focused into fractured and 
permeable geological structures. Our conceptual model would not only help to understand the occurrence 
of the abundant mantle-derived fluids sampled across the back-arc, but it is also consistent with the 
occurrence of isolated magmatic and hybrid systems piercing across sedimentary environments in the 
back-arc of Java.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND 
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The crustal structure of North-East Java has been the focus of 
great interest over the last decades due to the hydrocarbon re-
serves stored in the back-arc basins. The available seismic and 
gravimetric data provide insights about the main geological struc-
tures of the region as well as their evolution (e.g. Setiadi et al. 
(2019)). Several studies shed light on the ongoing crustal de-
formation of the Sunda arc and the structural relationships be-
tween sedimentary basins, volcanic systems and large-scale tecton-
ics. Continuous geodetic measurements highlight strain partition-
ing due to the convergence of the subducing Australian plate be-
neath the Sunda plate (Koulali et al., 2017; Gunawan and Widiyan-
toro, 2019; Widjajanti et al., 2020). GPS vectors rapidly change 
direction rotating from East to North-East at about 111◦E (Gu-
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nawan and Widiyantoro, 2019) indicating a marked discontinuity. 
This shift is consistent with a regional trend of NE-striking re-
gional structures (also mapped offshore, cf. Subroto et al. (2007)) 
offsetting Central and East Java (Darman, 2000). Although gravi-
metric data (Fig. 1) show a clear separation between the vol-
canic arc and the sedimentary basins the North (Waltham et al., 
2008) geological observations suggest that such domains are well-
connected.

The interaction between the volcanic and sedimentary do-
mains is manifested at the surface in East Java where the young 
sediment-hosted geothermal system (nicknamed Lusi-Lumpur
Sidoarjo) initiated its activity on the 26th of May 2006. This at-
tracted the scientific community that closely investigated East 
Java to study this eruption site. Lusi pierced the Earth’ surface 
nearby a drilling site following the M6.3 Yogyakarta earthquake 
that occurred about 250 km distant (Elnashai et al., 2007). These 
spatial and temporal coincidences sparkled an active debate about 
whether the drilling or the earthquake activated Lusi. While the 
drilling argument suggests that 250 km distance falls outside one 
le under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Fig. 1. Tectonic setting overlaid on Bouguer anomaly and topography. The inverted triangles show the location of the network used to compute our local earthquake 
tomography. In green the permanent stations from the Indonesian seismic network (BMKG). The white triangles show the LusiLab temporary seismic network. Several place-
marks serve as reference throughout the figures of the manuscript: yellow star - Lusi; red triangle - Pennangungang volcano; white diamond - Arjuno-Welirang volcano; pink 
elongated hexagon - Kelud volcano; green circle - Kawi volcano, blue hexagon Bromo volcano (also known as Tengger caldera). The Bouguer map is taken from Smyth et al. 
(2005). Note that we used three additional stations of BMKG that are not shown in the map (ABJI lat: 114.23, long: -7.79; BYJI lat: 114.35, long: -8.21; RTBI lat: 114.94, long: 
-88.45). The black and red lines show the traces of the Kendeng thrust and suggested lineaments, respectively. The modern volcanic arc is shown by the topographic highs 
at the North of the ancient volcanic arc. The black dashed square frames the region investigated in this study and shown in Figs. 5 and 9. (For interpretation of the colours 
in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
of the empirically determined thresholds for earthquake triggering 
(Manga et al., 2009), the natural trigger hypothesis is supported by 
multiple evidences (references therein). The drilling hypothesis has 
been rejected by some authors not only because surface waves can 
trigger geological processes thousands of km away (e.g. Prejean 
et al. (2004)) but because the effects of the Yogyakarta earth-
quake were far-reaching (Harris and Ripepe, 2007). The projection 
of seismic waves reached the far-field perturbing Mt Merapi and 
Mt Semeru, about 50 and 300 km from the epicentre, respectively 
(Harris and Ripepe, 2007) and numerical models indicate that Lusi 
may have been affected too (Lupi et al., 2013).

Java’s lithospheric structure has been investigated with several 
experiments. Wagner et al. (2007) and Koulakov et al. (2007) per-
formed a joint inversion of passive and active seismic data and 
a local earthquake tomography, respectively, showing the deep 
plumbing systems feeding the volcanic arc of Central Java. Later, 
Haberland et al. (2014) have shown the accretionary nature of 
East and Central Java using local earthquake tomographic methods. 
Wölbern and Rümpker (2016) used the receiver function method 
to investigate the thickness of the crust beneath Central and East 
Java. More recently, Karyono et al. (2020) used a similar approach 
to further investigate the velocity structure of the Arjuno-Welirang 
volcanic complex in East Java.

Few ambient noise tomographic inversions helped understand-
ing the tectonic structure of East Java. Martha et al. (2017) used 
seismic stations deployed from 110◦E to 114◦E to retrieve the 
shear wave velocity distributions in the upper crust of the Sunda 
plate (down to about 12 km depth). Focusing on the North-East 
part of the island, Fallahi et al. (2017) performed an ambient noise 
tomographic inversion revealing how magmatic bodies capitalise 
on regional-scale fault structures (i.e. the Watukosek fault sys-
tem, Moscariello et al. (2018)) to reach and intrude the back-arc 
sedimentary basin (Fig. 1). The study of Fallahi et al. (2017) con-
2

firmed the geochemical data (Inguaggiato et al., 2018; Sciarra et 
al., 2018; Mazzini et al., 2012; Mazzini, 2018) indicating that Lusi 
is fuelled by magmatic and hydrothermal fluids departing from the 
nearby volcanic arc and migrating into the Kendeng basin (Fig. 1). 
A wealth of data spanning from geochemical (Sciarra et al., 2018; 
Mazzini, 2018; Inguaggiato et al., 2018), geological (Moscariello et 
al., 2018; Malvoisin et al., 2018; Samankassou et al., 2018), and 
geophysical (Fallahi et al., 2017; Mauri et al., 2018) observations 
indicate that Lusi is a natural occurrence that evolved over geo-
logical times. The large Lusi eruption provides the unprecedented 
opportunity to observe the evolution of a new-born hybrid system 
combining geochemical monitoring with regional geophysical data. 
To date it is still not clear how the deeper plumbing system of 
Lusi spatially relates (or not) with the crustal-scale magmatic sys-
tem feeding the volcanic arc. However, Fallahi et al. (2017) have 
shown that beneath Lusi a large negative shear wave anomaly oc-
curs. Such a marked variation was interpreted as being due to the 
migration of magmatic and hydrothermal fluids from the volcanic 
arc. It is proposed that this well-developed hydrothermal system 
feeds the clastic-geysering activity of Lusi (Fallahi et al., 2017). 
This model invoking deep magmatic bodies for the understand-
ing of the geological processes taking place at Lusi is in line with 
the mantle-derived geochemical signatures of the fluids sampled in 
the whole region by multiple authors (Mazzini et al., 2007, 2012; 
Sciarra et al., 2018; Mazzini, 2018; Inguaggiato et al., 2018; Za-
putlyaeva et al., 2020).

Shedding light on the spatial relationship between magmatism 
and hydrothermal activity in back-arc basins is particularly rele-
vant for the understanding of the geological evolution of compres-
sional margins. For East Java, it was suggested that Cenozoic mag-
matism drives the generation of hydrocarbons in the southernmost 
part of the Kendeng basin (Zaputlyaeva et al., 2019, 2020). Further 
insights on the crustal structure of the region have been brought 
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Fig. 2. Simplified geological and tectonic map of East Java. The red triangles show the position of volcanic systems, yellow triangles indicate the location of sediment hosted 
geothermal systems and green triangles show the location of mud volcanoes. The main tectonic features are also shown along with the main lithostratigraphic units. Compiled 
from (Clements et al., 2009; Istadi et al., 2009; Sribudiyani et al., 2003; Smyth et al., 2005; Moscariello et al., 2018; Novianto et al., 2020).
forward by Karyono et al. (2020). However, we argue that inaccura-
cies occur in the seismic catalogue used by Karyono et al. (2020). 
Hence, interpretations of crustal structures derived from Karyono 
et al. (2020) shall be handled with care and revised. This aspect is 
discussed in detail in the supplemental material.

Mazzini et al. (2012) proposed that the birth of Lusi could rep-
resent the early manifestation of the northwards migration of the 
volcanic arc. Certainly, the geochemical, geological and geophys-
ical experiments mentioned above point out a complex tectonic 
setting marked by well-developed deep-reaching geological struc-
tures and well-marked mantle-derived/driven processes. Geological 
observations from other localities in the Java island also reveal the 
presence of active systems in the Kendeng basin releasing mantle-
derived fluids (Mazzini et al., 2014). These observations substan-
tiate a progressive migration of magmatic fluids in the back-arc 
of the island. The exact mechanisms and pathways through which 
the northwards evolution of the volcanic arc occurs remain to 
date poorly constrained. The local earthquake tomography that we 
present in this work helps understanding the large-scale crustal 
structure and the spatial relationship between the volcanic arc and 
the back-arc basin in East Java.

The manuscript is structured as follows. First, we introduce 
the geological setting of the investigated region followed by the 
description of the seismic experiment and the seismic catalogue. 
Next, we show the results (the resolution tests are shown in the 
supplemental online material). We then discuss our findings and 
conclude with observations that may be relevant to promote an 
updated tectonic model of the region.

2. Geological setting

Fig. 2 shows the key tectonic features and the geological do-
mains of East Java. The Bouguer anomaly (Waltham et al., 2008) 
that we overlay on the digital elevation model in Fig. 1 depicts 
at least three clear domains. In the South crops out the volcanic 
arc that was active during the Eocene to Early Miocene. The high 
Bouguer anomalies of the ancient volcanic arc are reduced to about 
25-50 mgal beneath the currently active volcanic arc. The tran-
sition to the sedimentary environment of the Kendeng basin is 
sharp. Here the Bouguer anomaly drops to negative values (down 
to about -75 mgal) with the lowest values found in the depocen-
tres of the basins.

The structural limits of the geological domains constituting 
Central and East Java are sealed by well-developed tectonic struc-
tures (Fig. 2). The Kendeng basin is pierced by active volcanic 
3

systems such as the Pandang and the Pennangungang Volcanoes 
(Fig. 1). The recent seismic crisis occurred in 2016 nearby Mount 
Pandang highlighted the possible presence of magma in the shal-
low crust of this region (Santoso et al., 2018). Similar observations 
were drawn by Fallahi et al. (2017) who showed the occurrence 
of a well-defined magmatic reservoir below the Pennangungang 
volcano, that is a Quaternary system interrupting the lateral con-
tinuity of the Kendeng basin. Further North, the Kendeng basin is 
sealed with the Rembang zone by the Kendeng thrust. The back-
arc features a well-developed fold and thrust belt (Novianto et 
al., 2020) and the whole East Java is affected by NE-striking re-
gional lineaments. These are interpreted by Subroto et al. (2007)
as the prolongation of the large-scale en-echelon structures high-
lighted by Darman (2000) in the Java Sea. Fallahi et al. (2017)
highlighted the importance of one of such NE-striking faults (i.e. 
the Watukosek fault system) in connecting Lusi with the volcanic 
arc. Mazzini et al. (2012) and Lupi et al. (2018) proposed that 
the observed transition from magmatic to sedimentary volcanism 
in East Java would follow a NE-striking direction becoming visi-
ble along the Watukosek fault system upon which Lusi developed. 
Along this NE-striking directions crop out eruptive structures emit-
ting fluids with mantle signatures (Zaputlyaeva et al., 2019). This 
could be explained by the occurrence of magma at shallow depth 
(Zaputlyaeva et al., 2020) that would in turn accelerate hydrocar-
bon maturation, development of elevated pore pressures and ulti-
mately eruptive hydrothermal activity such as the one found today 
at Lusi. Indeed, the East Java basin hosts the widespread pres-
ence of diapiric structures that pierce the sedimentary deposits. 
The seismic profiles shown by Mazzini et al. (2007), Mazzini et 
al. (2012) and Moscariello et al. (2018) highlight seismic reflectors 
deflected upwards possibly deformed by elevated pore pressures. 
It has been proposed that such gravitative processes may have led 
in the past to the formation of systems similar to Lusi. For in-
stance, the well of Porong (Istadi et al., 2009) pierces through seis-
mic reflectors titled downwards. Mazzini et al. (2012) suggested 
that the morphology of such reflectors may be due to the de-
flation of a paleo-piercement erupting in the past at the site of 
Porong.

3. Seismic network and data

We used the temporary seismic network deployed around the 
Arjuno Welirang volcanic complex, the Watukosek Fault System, 
and the Lusi eruption site in the framework of the LusiLab project 
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Table 1
Number of picks for each phase and weight of the picks.

Total number of events = 588

Readings P-Waves 9540

....weight 0 2179 (22.84%)

....weight 1 3253 (34.09%)

....weight 2 2617 (27.49%)

....weight 3 1491 (15.62%)

....weight 4 0 0%)

....weight 9 0 0%)

Readings S-Waves 7047

....weight 0 825 (11.70%)

....weight 1 2268 (32.18%)

....weight 2 2770 (39.30%)

....weight 3 1176 (16.68%)

....weight 4 8 (0.11%)

(Mazzini, 2018) (white triangles in Fig. 1). We refrain from de-
scribing the distribution of the stations since it was previously 
introduced by Fallahi et al. (2017), Obermann et al. (2018), and 
ultimately by Karyono et al. (2020). We manually re-picked all the 
events of the seismic catalogue of Karyono et al. (2020), signifi-
cantly increasing the number of P- and S-wave arrival times. We 
found shortcomings in the catalogue of Karyono et al. (2020) due 
to the lack of picking of S-waves (see supplemental online ma-
terial). The lack of S-wave pickings may have led Karyono et al. 
(2020) to biased tomographic results (see supplemental material). 
To increase the number of S-wave pickings, we integrated the Lusi-
Lab network with the permanent stations of the Indonesian seis-
mic network (BMKG) (Fig. 1 and S1) improving the localizations of 
the seismic events used for the local earthquake tomography (Fig-
ure S2 in the supplemental online material).

After integrating the LusiLab network, we scanned the con-
tinuous 3-component waveforms of each seismic station looking 
for seismic events. We used two different earthquake detection 
algorithms. First, we ran an STA/LTA routine that detected 595 
events. Then, we further scanned the seismic records with LASSIE, 
a coherence-based detector working particularly efficiently in noisy 
environments for the detection of microseismicity (Comino et al., 
2017; Antunes et al., 2020). This second step allowed us to ob-
tain 41 additional events. Next, we picked all the available P- and 
S-wave arrivals using non-filtered data (and/or filtered waveforms 
on noisy data) in Hypoellipse (Lahr, 1999) using vertical and hor-
izontal components. The manual picking procedure allowed us to 
collect 9540 P-wave arrivals and 7047 S-wave arrivals. The weights 
of the phases are shown in Table 1.

Out of the 636 identified events, we discarded 48 earthquakes 
and retained 588 events. Following the weighting scheme pro-
posed by Lahr (1999), we inverted P- and S-wave arrival times 
with Hypoellipse (Lahr, 1999) using the 1D velocity model of Ober-
mann et al. (2018) and using a Vp /Vs ratio of 1.77 to localise the 
earthquakes. We also tested additional velocity models (Haberland 
et al., 2014; Koulakov et al., 2007) finding no remarkable differ-
ence for our scope. Fig. 3 shows the seismic events recorded in our 
catalogue. Most earthquakes are located off-shore (South of) Java 
at hypocentral depths ranging from 30 to 70 km. The hypocen-
tre distributions suggest that they are related to the subduction 
of the Indo-Australian plate. These events are characterised by 
large-amplitude S-waves recorded about 20-25 seconds after the 
P-waves. At recording sites located on the southern sector of the 
island, P- and S-wave arrivals are separated by about 10-15 sec-
onds.

Since subduction earthquakes represent the majority of the 
recorded seismicity, our study area is not affected by a marked 
seismic activity, contrary to what suggested by Karyono et al. 
4

Fig. 3. Location of the earthquakes used to perform the tomographic inversion.
Only the events falling inside the network and satisfying certain selection criteria 
(i.e. recorded by at least 6 stations and with location error smaller than 10 km and 
RMS within 1.5 s) were used to perform the tomographic inversion. This restrained 
the whole catalogue to 128 seismic events shown by the larger circles falling inside 
our network. Our catalogue counted 1892 P- and 1468 S-wave arrival times.

(2020). However, by adding further stations of the national net-
work located to the South (Figure S1), it was possible to widen 
the target area including some seismogenic volumes located East 
and West of Lusi and surrounding zones. These additional data al-
lowed us to sample the crustal volume below the volcanic region 
South of Lusi. Finally, to perform the travel time tomography, we 
selected only the events falling inside the network (identified by 
larger circles in Fig. 3) and recorded by at least 6 stations and with 
location error smaller than 10 km and RMS within 1.5 s. These se-
lection criteria are satisfied by 128 events providing a total of 1892 
P- and 1468 S-wave arrival times. These have been used as input 
for our travel-time tomography. In Figure S4 of the supplemental 
material, we show histograms reporting the frequency distribution 
for number of phases, location errors, RMS and azimuthal gap of 
the selected events. The dense crossing of seismic rays inside the 
target volume is a crucial aspect to obtain stable and robust to-
mographic models. We acknowledge that the number of available 
events (128) does not represent a populated dataset if compared to 
recent tomographic models of other volcanic regions (e.g. Koulakov 
et al. (2007)). However, the use of accurate P- and S-waves arrival 
times ensures that recovered anomalies are a reliable expression of 
the first order crustal features of the region.

4. Methods

We used the Simulps14 code to obtain 3D Vp and Vp /Vs mod-
els of the region framed in Fig. 1 (Eberhart-Phillips and Reyners 
(1997) and references therein). The inversion code allows a simul-
taneous inversion for the source location as well as the subsurface 
Vp and Vp /Vs structure using an iterative and damped least-square 
approach. The tomographic model is parameterised by a three-
dimensional regular grid of nodes with velocity continuously de-
fined through the medium following trilinear interpolation func-
tions. For each node, the initial Vp and Vp /Vs (= 1.77) are taken 
from the 1-D Vp model of Obermann et al. (2018) and from the 
result of the Wadati regression, respectively. We chose a grid of 
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nodes spaced 15 km horizontally and 5 km in vertical direction 
(Fig. 3) as the best compromise between misfit reduction and spa-
tial resolution of anomalies (see the supplemental online material 
for the resolution tests). We set the damping values of 200 and 
400 for Vp and Vp /Vs models, respectively, based on the analysis 
of the trade-off curves. After two iteration steps, we obtained a fi-
nal RMS of 0.55 s corresponding to a variance improvement equal 
to 39%.

We investigated the accuracy of our tomographic model by 
analysing the full resolution matrix (Menke, 1984) and performing 
a restoring test (Zhao et al., 1992). The resolution matrix is a sym-
metric matrix, computed in the frame of a damped least square 
inversion, where each column represents the averaging vector of 
a generic parameter. Its diagonal elements indicate the resolu-
tion of a given node while the off-diagonal elements quantify how 
nearby nodes contribute to the computation of that parameter. A 
well-resolved node is characterized by an averaging vector picked 
around a diagonal element close to 1, with small off-diagonal el-
ements (Menke, 1984). We use the Spread Function (SF, Michelini 
and McEvilly (1991)) that quantifies how an averaging vector is 
picked around its diagonal value by weighting the off-diagonal 
contributions with the geometrical distance from the observed 
node. Small values of SF indicate good compact averaging vectors 
and thus good resolution. Large values of SF indicate poorly re-
solved nodes due to the strong contributions of off-diagonal nodes. 
The best way to identify a reliable threshold for well-resolved pa-
rameters is to report, in a two dimensional plot and for each node, 
the SF and the ray density expressed by the derivative weight 
sum (DWS, following Toomey and Foulger (1989)). The distribu-
tion of the SF and DWS values usually defines a L-shaped trend, 
with DWS decreasing as SF gradually increases, since the reso-
lution is strongly dependent on the amount of data constraining 
the velocity in each node. The kink of the L-shaped trend corre-
sponds to the upper threshold of SF that ensures a well-resolved 
node and negligible smearing effects (Toomey and Foulger, 1989). 
Based on the observed SF versus DWS distribution (see Figure S3 
of supplemental material), we set the SF threshold to 3.0. We fur-
ther check the reliability of the observed tomographic features 
performing a restore resolution test (Zhao et al., 1992). The fi-
nal Vp and Vp /Vs models are used as synthetic model where the 
forward problem is used to compute synthetic travel-times using 
the same source-receiver distribution of the real datasets. To simu-
late the real dataset, Gaussian white-noise with standard deviation 
deduced from the real inversion (0.49 s and 0.55 s for P- and S-
wave data, respectively), has been added to synthetic travel-times. 
The new travel times have been re-weighted according to the new 
noise level. We then inverted the final dataset using the same 
starting model (Obermann et al., 2018) and the same inversion pa-
rameters used in the real case. Results of the test are shown in 
the supplemental material (Figure S8) for the layers at 0 and 5 km 
depths. We show the final models computing the percent deviation 
(%) from the starting velocity model. Synthetic tests show that, in-
side the well resolved part of the models (SF<3), the deviation of 
the final models from the input model is within 5% for both Vp

and Vp /Vs . Thus, results of synthetic tests and the analysis of the 
resolution matrix indicate that Vp and Vp /Vs models are reliable 
within the volume with SF ≤ 3.0. To visualize the spatial defini-
tion of averaging vectors, we plotted the 70% smearing contour for 
nodes with a spread function lower than or equal to 3.0 (see Fig-
ures S5 and S6 of Supplementary material), thus respecting the 
criterion of Toomey and Foulger (1989) (see also Eberhart-Phillips 
and Chadwick (2002)).

The best resolved region (i.e. where the SF is ≤ 3.0 and narrow 
smearing effects) occurs in the centre of the network. It is cen-
tred around the Kelud-Arjuno-Welirang-Lusi volcanic district (see 
supplemental online material Figures S5 and S6). Further away 
5

from this volcanic district and towards greater depths, the smear-
ing effect increases but it is confined to the adjacent nodes. The 
smearing is more evident for Vp and Vp /Vs models at 10 km 
depth between the two volcanic complexes, due to the decreas-
ing of earthquakes and thus of the ray coverage.

5. Results of the local earthquake tomography

The 3D velocity models are shown first as absolute values 
(Fig. 4) and then as percent differences with respect to the 1D 
starting model. Horizontal slices of the inverted results at differ-
ent depths are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the directions of the 
vertical cross sections reported in Figs. 7 and 8. The absolute Vp

and Vs velocities indicate a drop in the northeastern region, i.e. 
in the Kendeng basin below Lusi. At greater depth, such lateral 
variations are still marked in the distribution of the Vs (i.e. at 5 
km depth) and Vp (i.e. at 10 km and 15 km depth). Values of 
Vp /Vs particularly high (i.e. about 1.82 at 5 km depth) are driven 
by low Vs . Shallow low Vp velocities follow the geological limits 
of the Kendeng basin. Overall, the results indicate heterogeneities 
in Vp and Vp /Vs , with sharp velocity contrasts. At shallow depths 
(e.g. 0 and 5 km depth), Fig. 5 shows that the region is split into 
three domains characterised by Vp perturbations from South-West 
to North-East of about -5%, 15% and -15%. Such sharp transition is 
also found in the Vp /Vs where anomalies of each domain are about 
2%, -4%, and 4%.

The shallow crust immediately below the volcanic arc features 
positive (i.e. about 15%) and negative (i.e. -5%) Vp and Vp /Vs

anomalies, respectively (Fig. 5). While until 5 km depth, the shape 
of the lobes of Vp and Vp /Vs perturbations broadly corresponds 
to one another. At about 10 km depth the shape of both the Vp

and Vp /Vs anomalies becomes dissimilar. The central positive Vp

anomaly (e.g. at 0 km and 5 km depth) is SE-striking while the 
Vp /Vs negative anomaly is elongated towards the North. Within 
the upper 5 km, the central high Vp anomaly corresponds to a 
negative Vp /Vs anomaly. At 10 km depth, we no longer recognise 
a positive central Vp anomaly and the three distinct domains of 
Vp anomalies are no longer visible. Lusi sits at about the cen-
tre of the negative Vp anomaly (about -5%) and where the Vp /Vs

anomaly is positive. At 15 km depth the inversion holds similar re-
sults with anomalies more pronounced. Deeper than 15 km depth, 
the anomalies become less pronounced and we find no more nega-
tive Vp /Vs anomalies in the central region. Instead, a positive Vp /Vs

anomaly is recognised below Lusi (that is no longer visible at 20 
km depth) and below the volcanic arc. The region comprised be-
tween the Bromo caldera, the Arjuno-Welirang volcanic complex 
and the Butak volcano features positive Vp /Vs anomalies deeper 
than 15 km depth.

The cross sections striking N45 (Fig. 7) consistently show a 
high Vp anomaly progressively moving northwards across the ver-
tical slices. The corresponding Vp /Vs anomaly shows positive val-
ues around 3%. The central high Vp anomaly is neighboured by 
prominent Vp negative anomalies that are sub-horizontal in the 
South-West at about 20 km depth and progressively steepen to-
wards the North-East, i.e. in the Kendeng region. In the central 
part of the volcanic arc (Fig. 7C-C’) the low Vp anomaly fully em-
beds the central positive Vp anomaly. Vp /Vs ratios in this region 
are as high as 5%. The cross sections striking N135 (Fig. 8) show 
that at about 15 km depth occurs a sub-horizontal discontinuity 
separating high and low Vp anomalies. The shallow crust shows 
Vp velocities higher than the ones of the 1D velocity model de-
rived for the region. Vice-versa, the lower crust features negative 
Vp anomalies. The easternmost profile (Fig. 8H-H’) shows marked 
negative Vp anomalies and positive Vp /Vs anomalies beneath Lusi. 
The most prominent values of negative Vp /Vs occur at about 5 km 
depth.
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Fig. 4. Inverted Vp , Vs and Vp /Vs values. At shallow depths the spatial variations of Vp and Vs are prominent and drive the high Vp /Vs ratio found in the back-arc (i.e. in the 
Kendeng basin below Lusi). Vp and Vs variations become smoother at greater depths. The dashed line shows the main limits of the Bouguer anomaly of Smyth et al. (2005)
shown in Figs. 1 and 9. For the place-marks refer to the caption of Fig. 1.
6
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Fig. 5. Inverted Vp and Vp /Vs anomalies. At shallow depths the northern and southern negative Vp anomalies are separated by a positive Vp anomaly region. At 10 km depth 
the back-arc is connected to the arc by a domain characterised by negative Vp anomalies. The distribution of high Vp /Vs anomalies is separated by a region of low Vp /Vs

anomalies up to about 10 km depth. The bold grey contours outline the confidence limits of the inversion. The dashed line shows the main limits of the Bouguer anomaly of 
Smyth et al. (2005) shown in Figs. 1 and 9. For the place-marks refer to the caption of Fig. 1.
6. Discussion

In order to be able to properly identify S-picks in the record-
ings used for the tomography, we have included the records of 
permanent seismic stations (even if they were outside of the study 
area of the tomography). This resulted into a larger network char-
acterised by an heterogeneous spatial distribution of the seismic 
stations that affected the grid size. Fig. 1 shows that out of 44 
seismic stations, 31 are closely distributed around Lusi (LusiLab 
network used also by Karyono et al. (2020), while 13 stations have 
a larger spacing. The finest grid that we could use in the inversion 
is 5 km and 15 km on the vertical and horizontal directions, re-
spectively. It follows that we are not able to resolve local features. 
For instance, the shallow magma chamber beneath Pennangungan 
or the NE-striking conduit linking the volcanic arc to Lusi shown 
by Fallahi et al. (2017) cannot be resolved. Our inversion, instead 
focuses on large-scale crustal domains providing information on 
the lateral and vertical extension of major sedimentary basins, ma-
7

jor crustal suture zones (e.g. geological lineaments and thrusts) 
and magma transport in the crust.

6.1. Sharp transitions between geological domains

In agreement with Wagner et al. (2007), we find that the most 
prominent reduction of Vp and Vs occurs in the northernmost por-
tion of the volcanic arc and further north. Our negative anomalies 
are about 5% less prominent than the ones found by Wagner et 
al. (2007) in the volcanic arc. The Vp and Vp /Vs perturbations 
retrieved from our inversion of the seismic data are often sharp. 
We speculate that the volcanic arc is characterised by negative Vp

perturbations and high Vp /Vs ratios. The resolution of our tomog-
raphy does not allow us to highlight possible shallow magmatic 
reservoirs below the volcanic arc. Low Vp and Vp /Vs perturba-
tions become prominent in the volcanic arc from 10 km depth 
downwards (Fig. 5). At shallower depths, high Vp perturbations 
characterise the upper crust in the arc region. The most promi-
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Fig. 6. Locations of the cross sections. The red lines show the positions of the ver-
tical cross sections shown in Figs. 7 and 8. We selected the NE-striking orientation 
as this is the direction of the alignment of the volcanic system from Kelud to Lusi. 
The NW-striking sections are perpendicular to N45 profiles.

nent negative Vp and positive Vp /Vs perturbations are found in 
the Kendeng basin. Here, Fallahi et al. (2017) have shown an ex-
treme reduction of shear wave velocities suggesting the occurrence 
of a well-developed hydrothermal system fuelled by shallow intru-
sions. The widespread occurrence of fluids pervading the northern 
region of the Kendeng basin, where Lusi resides, is also suggested 
by the anomalies retrieved in our study (Fig. 5). In addition, the 
back-arc of East Java is a region characterised by an abundant 
presence of hydrocarbons. This evidence, combined with the pos-
sible occurrence of magma at shallow depth and a vigorous crustal 
hydrothermal circulation (Fallahi et al., 2017) would support the 
reduction of Vp velocities and the high Vp /Vs ratios that we find in 
the region. Such highly reduced values are found in the region by 
Karyono et al. (2020) who show an almost vertical conduit reach-
ing down to at least 20 km depth. However, Karyono et al. (2020)
uses a catalogue that does not consider S-wave arrivals (verba-
tim: “the onsets of S-waves are too emergent to be reliably picked for 
the large majority of events and are therefore not considered”), result-
ing into location errors (Figure S2). For this reason, we re-assessed 
the seismic catalogue of LusiLab previously used by Karyono et 
al. (2020) to perform our local earthquake tomography presented 
here. We found that out of the 797 earthquakes used by Karyono 
et al. (2020), more than 650 earthquakes fall outside the network 
when using the S-wave arrivals that are well-visible on stations 
of the Indonesian seismic network. The vast majority of the events 
used by Karyono et al. (2020) is therefore mislocated by more than 
100 km (Figure S2). The corollary is that the catalogue of Karyono 
et al. (2020) shall be revised and results reconsidered.

For the tomographic inversions we could use a low number 
of events (resulting into 1892 P- and 1468 S-wave arrival times). 
However, the resolution tests (Figure S8) show that we could re-
solve the velocity structure of the investigated region. The dashed 
line in Fig. 5 shows the outline of the Bouguer anomalies bounding 
the Kendeng basin presented by Smyth et al. (2005). We observe 
that the change between low and high Vp anomalies shown in 
Fig. 5 broadly corresponds to the transition between the recent 
volcanic arc and the back-arc basin (where the Bouguer anomaly is 
about 0 mgal, Fig. 1). Regional-scale gravimetric measurements are 
available via the International gravimetric bureau.1 Fig. 9 highlights 
that the Kendeng basin and the volcanic arc are characterised by 

1 http://bgi .omp .obs -mip .fr.
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negative and positive Bouguer anomalies, respectively. The transi-
tion at 0 km depth between positive and negative Vp anomalies 
well-mimics the -30 mgal isoline shown by the gravimetric data. 
However, we observe no correspondence between positive Bouguer 
anomalies and negative shallow (i.e. between 0 and 5 km depth) 
Vp anomalies in the volcanic arc. The volcanic arc shows positive 
Bouguer anomalies suggesting the occurrence of denser bodies (e.g. 
possibly juveniles magmas) below the volcanic edifices. We notice 
that the positive Bouguer anomaly of about 100 mgal volcano cor-
responds to the location of a prominent negative Vp and positive 
Vp /Vs perturbation roofing at 10 km depth (Fig. 7D-D’). Unfor-
tunately, we have no resolution below Bromo to investigate the 
marked positive Bouguer anomaly highlighted by the gravity data 
and confirmed by previous authors (Smyth et al., 2005; Maryanto 
et al., 2017).

6.2. A tectonic model for the northward progression of the volcanic arc

The NE-striking tomographic cross-sections (Fig. 7) show that 
the arc and the back-arc regions are connected by an almost con-
tinuous negative Vp perturbation that characterises the crustal vol-
ume spanning from 10 to 25 km depth. At shallower depth (0-5 
km), this continuity is interrupted by a volume of positive Vp per-
turbation located beneath the Pennangungan volcano. Fig. 5 shows 
that this region, comprised between Welirang and Pennangungan 
volcanoes, is characterised by positive Vp and negative Vp /Vs . We 
speculate that such a high Vp anomaly may represent plutonic do-
mains (e.g. ancient magmatic reservoirs) brought to shallow depths 
along low-angle thrust faults driven by an overall compressional 
tectonics. This mechanism has been proposed elsewhere in com-
pressive settings to explain lower-crust and mantle units cropping 
out in fold and thrust belts (e.g. in the Alps Rosenberg and Berger 
(2009)). The low-angle thrust faults have been proposed to charac-
terise the Kendeng basin and the back-arc of East Java (Nachrowi 
et al., 2003; Clements et al., 2009; Simo et al., 2012). This com-
pressional tectonics generates well-developed broad anticlines and 
synclines visible in the active seismic data that prospected the 
Kendeng Basin (Mazzini et al., 2007, 2009; Moscariello et al., 2018; 
Novianto et al., 2020). The compressional and dilatational state 
of the upper crust is pointed out by (Gunawan and Widiyantoro, 
2019) who calculate the dilatation rate of the region. Their mod-
elled geodetic data show a well-developed compression for the 
northern part of East Java. However, while the back-arc is in com-
pression (including Lusi), the region of the volcanic arc seems to 
be less compressed, almost in extension. The compressive tecton-
ics characterising the setting is also supported by the widespread 
presence of piercement structures propagating vertically across the 
anticlines that deformed the upper sedimentary sequence (Mazz-
ini et al., 2007, 2009; Moscariello et al., 2018). In the northern part 
of the Kendeng Basin, these structures also control the position 
of several piercements, some of which reach the surface creat-
ing mud volcanoes (e.g. Kalang Anyar, Gunung Anyar, Pulungan, 
Pangangson, Dawar Blandong). Closer to the volcanic arc, surface-
breaching piercements form sediment hosted geothermal systems 
that are fuelled by shallow magmatic intrusions (Mazzini et al., 
2012; Fallahi et al., 2017; Lupi et al., 2018). Fig. 2 shows that there 
is a progressive transition from magmatic to sedimentary erup-
tive centres aligned along a NE-striking direction. We observe that 
this region corresponds to the extension of the Watukosek fault 
(Mazzini et al., 2007; Fallahi et al., 2017). Compressional tecton-
ics and volcanism are common occurrences in subduction settings. 
As proposed by Menand et al. (2010) sub-horizontal dike propaga-
tion, i.e. sill intrusion, is favoured in stratified sedimentary units of 
compressional settings. In this framework, the thick sedimentary 
cover composing the Kendeng basin is an ideal environment for 
the sub-horizontal spreading of sills departing from the volcanic 

http://bgi.omp.obs-mip.fr
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Fig. 7. Inverted Vp and Vp /Vs anomalies. A negative Vp anomaly connects the volcanic arc to the Northern sedimentary basins. Beneath Pennangungang (red triangle) we 
notice a positive Vp anomaly and a low Vp /Vs ratio. We propose that these may represent thrusted plutonic units brought to shallow depths along low-angle faults. The 
region of the volcanic arc is well-shown in section C-C’ and characterised by negative Vp and positive Vp /Vs anomalies.
arc into the back-arc. For instance, Galland et al. (2007) propose 
that magmatic progression during crustal shortening may have fed 
the Tromen volcano in Argentina and the Boulder Batholith in 
Montana. This mechanism is also widely used to explain the em-
placement of granitic bodies at shallow crustal levels. Ferré et al. 
(2012) shows with laboratory experiments that the occurrence of 
existing flats-and-ramps favours the migration of crustal melts ulti-
mately leading to the emplacement of granitic bodies in the upper 
crust.

The variation of Vp and Vs velocities shown in Fig. 4 and 
their reduction (Figs. 5, 7, and 8) may be explained by overpres-
sured fluids developed during the hydrocarbon maturation process 
within the thick sediments of the Kendeng basin without invoking 
the occurrence of magma. This may be in line with the eruptive 
activity taking place at Lusi. The low Bouguer gravity anomaly of 
the Kendeng Basin could also be explained by a thick sedimen-
tary cover that would also cause low Vp velocities and high Vp /Vs
ratios. However, the geochemical data show a marked mantle com-
ponent in the fluids erupted at Lusi that may only be explained 
by the occurrence of magma at depth (Mazzini et al., 2012; In-
guaggiato et al., 2018; Zaputlyaeva et al., 2019). Such geochemical 
signatures could not be explained by the hydrocarbon maturation 
process and a thick sedimentary cover alone. Because of this, we 
propose a new scenario that would help understanding the birth 
of Lusi and that would reconcile the multidisciplinary observations 
carried on the region over the last decade. Fig. 10 proposes a con-
ceptual tectonic model to illustrate the structural progression of 
the volcanic arc in East Java. The quasi-frontal convergence of the 
Indo-Australian and Eurasian plates in East Java causes the for-
mation of the volcanic arc and a well-developed compressional 
regime. Gunawan and Widiyantoro (2019) suggest that the com-
pressional principal strain rate in this region is NE-striking and 
9

about 15 μstrain yr−1. The shear strain rate is well-developed in 
the Kendeng basin, and it is the highest of the region where Lusi 
appeared (99 μstrain yr−1, Gunawan and Widiyantoro (2019)). This 
results in the formation of a fold and thrust region characterised by 
low-angle faults departing from below the volcanic arc (Clements 
et al., 2009; Haberland et al., 2014). We propose that magmas cap-
italise on such low-angle regional-scale thrusts to migrate into the 
back-arc. Dikes propagate parallel to S1 (e.g. Tibaldi (2005)). In the 
back-arc of compressive margins where compression is particularly 
developed, dike to sill transition often occurs along sedimentary 
lithostratigraphic interfaces as shown by e.g. Menand et al. (2010)
who suggest that the strong compressional regime may hinder the 
vertical intrusion of dikes favouring lateral progression. The occur-
rence of magma intruding in the back-arc may help explaining the 
high mantellic He concentrations sampled in the fluids erupted at 
Lusi while reconciling the marked drop of Vs and the high Vp /Vs
ratios shown by our tomography. This also provides support for the 
presence of structures such as Pandang Volcano (Fig. 1) or other 
Lusi-like hybrid systems such as Bledug Kuwu, Bledug Cangkring 
Kropak, Mendikil, and Bledug Banjarsari located in the back-arc of 
the island further away from the investigated region. Furthermore, 
this also well-fits the negative Vp anomalies that seem to connect 
the volcanic arc with the back-arc basins (Fig. 7B-B’ and C-C’). Our 
model is in agreement with geochemical data showing a marked 
mantle signature in the fluids sampled at various locations across 
the region (Mazzini et al., 2012; Sciarra et al., 2018; Inguaggiato et 
al., 2018; Zaputlyaeva et al., 2019). Such a mantle-derived signa-
ture is progressively less prominent further away from the volcanic 
arc, although it can still be detected at some of the mud volca-
noes located close to the Kendeng thrust, near the Madura strait 
(Mazzini et al., 2012). Anticlines and synclines are well-mapped in 
the Kendeng thrust and in the Rembang zones (Hall et al., 2007; 
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Fig. 8. Inverted Vp and Vp /Vs anomalies. The cross sections indicate that a major sub-horizontal discontinuity occurs at about 10 km depth separating regions characterised 
by positive and negative Vp anomalies. This is particularly visible in the Vp anomaly distributions of sections F-F’ and G-G’.
Fig. 9. Bouguer anomaly of the investigated region. The largest positive Bouguer 
anomalies occur beneath the active magmatic arc, broadly corresponding to the vol-
canic edifices. The Kendeng Basin and the region of the back-arc where Lusi crops 
out are characterised by negative Bouguer anomalies. Bouguer anomalies have been 
downloaded from the International gravimetric bureau http://bgi .omp .obs -mip .fr.

Clements et al., 2009; Novianto et al., 2020). Such structures do 
not crop out in the Kendeng basin to the north of the volcanic 
arc because alluvial deposits and rice fields do not allow geological 
surveying. However, the active seismic data collected for the explo-
10
ration of hydrocarbon resources (Mazzini et al., 2007; Moscariello 
et al., 2018; Novianto et al., 2020) confirm a compressional and 
at times transpressional tectonics where lithologies are affected 
by frequent and widespread diapiric structures (Moscariello et al., 
2018). The ongoing compressional regime, in addition to the some-
times locally elevated geothermal gradient of the region would 
help promoting the development of geological compartments at 
near-lithostatic pressure at depth. This, along with an ongoing 
hydrocarbon maturation process, would explain the frequent oc-
currence of diapiric structures in the Kendeng basin. Lusi is only 
the most recent piercement that reached the surface and it is pro-
posed to occur where the Watukosek fault system would intersect 
a low angle fault along which fluids would flow from the volcanic 
arc into the back-arc basin.

7. Conclusions

Using the seismic catalogue recorded in the framework of Lusi-
Lab, and complementing it with data retrieved from additional 
stations from the Indonesian permanent network, we performed 
a local earthquake tomography of the East Java region. We ob-
tained Vp and Vp /Vs anomaly distributions with respect to the 
initial velocity model. Such anomalies show sharp contrasts and 
regions marked by negative Vp and positive Vp /Vs perturbations. 
This allowed us to identify a region where large magmatic reser-
voirs are suggested to occur. The Kendeng basin, hosting the Lusi 
sediment hosted geothermal system features the largest negative 
Vp and positive Vp /Vs perturbations. The tomographic inversion 
shows that the Kendeng Basin is connected to the volcanic arc via 
a region characterised by negative Vp anomalies below about 10 
km depth.

http://bgi.omp.obs-mip.fr
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Fig. 10. Conceptual tectonic model suggesting the northwards migration of the volcanic arc. We propose that magmas from beneath the volcanic arc migrate northwards 
along low-angle thrust faults ultimately reaching the back-arc basins. Similarly, hydrothermal fluids would advect and promote vigorous convection in the permeable sedi-
mentary units of the Kendeng Basin. Modified from Husein (2014).
The interpretation of the tomographic inversion allows us to 
propose a conceptual tectonic model that may help understanding 
the progression of the volcanic arc northwards. We suggest that 
the subduction-driven compressional regime promotes the forma-
tion of low-angle thrust faults departing from the volcanic arc. 
Along these regions, magmas and hydrothermal fluids would reach 
the back-arc flowing into the sedimentary basins and ultimately 
promoting the formation of sedimentary-hosted geothermal sys-
tems. The corollary is that Lusi is a natural occurrence and it may 
represent the inception of a newborn volcanic system.
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